
LFC RETURNS TO
ACTION THIS FRIDAY
WITH EVENT LIKE NO
OTHER

If LFC is MMA like you've never seen it

before, LFC37.5� The FHM Bootleg is

LFC like you've never seen it before! In

addition to some really great

underground fights, LFC37.5 features

music, dancers, strippers and several of

the FHM Top 100 Sexiest contestants in

a fashion show you won't want to miss.

LFC & FHM is a marriage made in
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heaven and it's only available at

www.LFCfights.com!

PLAYMATE OF THE
YEAR JOINS LFC

Playboy PMOY Katija Cortez hails from

Australia and has joined LFC as a host

and interviewer. Making her debut at

LFC37.5 where she is also one of FHM's

Top 100 Sexiest, Cortez first came to

LFC's attention when she was hired to

be the online host of the upcoming LFC

Films reality series Goddess Among Us.



Look to see lots more of this beauty

from down under.

LFC JUDGE IS MUCH
MORE THAN PRETTY
FACE

Shelby Doll first came to LFC's attention

when she volunteered to be a judge at

LFC37� Back to the Mansion on

Valentine's Day. Little did we know she

would soon become a major part of

LFC. One of the most popular burlesque

artists in the world, Doll does a

performance at LFC37.5 that you have

to see to believe. There is a reason they

call her the 'Rock Star of Burlesque!'



JENNY HOLESOME
MAKES DEBUT AT
LFC37.5

In a case of 'right time, right place' LFC

prospect Jenny Holesome got a chance

to realize a long-time dream when she

made her debut at LFC37.5. LFC Prez

Holly Mei needed one more fighter for

the FHM event and Holesome happened

to be in town on holidays so a deal was

quickly struck. See how Holesome did

when the event drops on our site this

Friday.
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